
A
ntarctica, a land of ice and snow, is reputed to be one of
the world’s last greatest adventures. For me it was also
my last continent to visit. I now could truly claim to be a

world traveller. It turned out to be a spectacular way to round
out my explorations. 

I booked passage on the Akademik Sergey Vavilov, a
former Russian research ship, from Ushuaia on the most
southerly tip of Argentina. Ushuaia is about 150 kilometres
from Cape Horn, the legendary nemesis of sailors for centuries.
The Vavilov turned out to be a great choice as the crew,
adventure staff, accommodation and food all turned out to be
top of the line. 

The adventure staff was mainly Canadian and Australian
and led by Hayley Shephard, a true world explorer from Alert
Bay. Nothing that any of the 96 passengers needed was too
much trouble for any of the staff. 

We sailed out of Ushuaia and the Beagle Channel into the
waters of the Drake Passage. It was a very rough sailing, but the
staff was at hand to help everyone. On the way back we were
fortunate enough to experience what is called the Drake Lake,
when calm waters prevail. To compensate for any discomfort
we were accompanied by albatross, snow petrels, orca and the
occasional minke whales.

Two days later we had our first sight of land. The white
glistening land ahead of us was the Antarctic continent. Ice was
all around as we entered the Weddell Sea and encountered our
first large icebergs. Under the sunny skies, the fantastic shapes
of the bergs glistened with every shade of white, silver and blue
imaginable. For me, they were a constant source of fascination. 

Many zodiac trips around the Antarctic continent and on
subsequent landings gave us penguins: gentoo, Adele and

chinstrap; seals: Weddell, crabeater, fur and elephant; varied
bird life—and whales!

The whales were the highlight of the trip. On a grey snowy
morning we loaded into our zodiacs for a cruise around
Wilhelmina Bay. We were hoping for whales, but never
dreamed that we were going to have an experience of a lifetime.
We sat quietly in our zodiac on the glassy water amongst the
glaciers, with snow falling gently all around. 

Suddenly, two Humpback whales surfaced right next to our
zodiac. These huge members of the baleen whale family were
close to 50 feet long. Before we had a chance to get nervous
about the size of the creatures, compared to our zodiac, they
gently started to spy-hop to check us out. As they went under us
we could feel scraping on the bottom of our small craft. All the
other zodiacs came to visit us, one pulling the kayaks which
were to be used by the more adventurous of our fellow
passengers. The whales heavily encrusted with barnacles
continued to visit each zodiac and the kayaks as if they were on
a diplomatic mission for all whales. 

Each craft was visited equally for over two hours. The
whales rolled and put their huge 10-foot-long flippers in the air
as if waving at us. They dove under and put their dripping tails
in the air and they blew, right next to the zodiac. It was easy to
tell that their diet consisted of krill and fish. Their breath was
very fishy, an extreme case of halitosis! They were close enough
to touch! They seemed as interested in us as we were in them.
Eventually, sadly it was time to return to our ship and leave the
whales behind. 

Soon after arriving aboard, bemuse by what we had seen,
some of the intrepid adventurers on board the Vavilov decided
to take the polar plunge. As they plunged into the frigid water
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from the bottom of the gangway, the whales came for a final
visit. They swam by at about 50 feet from the ship, had a look
and then swam away towards the bay raising their tails in
unison for a farewell salute. I think they learned as much about
us as we did about them. These magnificent creatures of the
deep took our breath away. 

The other highlight for me
was the camping trip to
Duncan’s Dome in Leith Bay.
Thirty-six intrepid campers
rugged up in many layers of
clothing, plus their ever-present
wet skins, decided to brave the
mixed rain and snow and camp
amongst the calving glaciers.
My memories will be of almost
constant light, damp clothes
and wet tents, hard, hard, ice
beneath our bodies and the
incredible urge to relieve
yourself, as the edict was no peeing on the Antarctic continent.
We were provided with a plastic barrel called Mr Yum Yum, but
as it required getting dressed and a trek around a rocky outcrop
down a slippery slope, I don’t know if it was used. 

But all was worth while as you lay listening to the glaciers
rumbling and crashing all around. The skuas called back and
forth as if questioning who these strange beings were in their
territory, creating a symphony with the loud snores that came
from almost every tent. In the distance the ship glowed with light

mocking us for abandoning her
for discomfort, over the warmth
of the modern cabins aboard.
Still, I wouldn’t for the world
have missed this chance to
commune with nature. When I
think of what the many Antarctic
explorers have been through, the
discomfort was nothing. An
appreciation for the adventurers
of the past and the mighty force
of Mother Nature was born in all
of us.

Antarctica is protected by and
organization known as IAATO,

specifically designed to keep tour operators from despoiling this
wonderful part of the world. After what I have seen I would
support all who tried to save this pristine part of our world—
unspoiled, breathtakingly beautiful, and teaming with wildlife.  0
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